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Abstract
The main result of this paper is a non-Buchberger algorithm for constructing initial ideals
and Grobner bases of toric ideals, based on the connections between toric ideals and integer
programming. The tools used are those of standard pair decompositions of standard monomials
of a toric initial ideal, localizations of such ideals at their associated primes and group relaxations
of integer programs. We give an algorithm for constructing standard pair decompositions, provide
degree bounds for certain elements in the reduced Grobner bases of toric ideals, and derive
bounds on the arithmetic degree of initial ideals of monomial curves. We also exhibit new
results for the localizations of initial ideals arising from toric ideals of codimension two. c© 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13; 14; 52
1. Introduction and preliminaries
In this paper we study the initial ideals of a toric ideal. For any monomial ideal
M , it is known that the standard pair decomposition [24] of its standard monomials
is closely related to the associated primes of M and hence to its arithmetic degree
[2]. When M is the initial ideal of a toric ideal IA with respect to a cost vector c,
its standard monomials are in bijection with the optimal solutions to the family of
integer programs minimizefc  x: Ax = b; x2Nng, as b varies. The arithmetic degree
of M is a complexity measure for these integer programs and gives an upper bound
on the Castelnuovo{Mumford regularity of the toric ideal. The associated primes of
M form a subposet in the face lattice of the regular triangulation, c of the columns
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of A induced by c, and the localizations of M as its associated primes correspond to
group relaxations of the above integer programs. Using these connections, we obtain
a non-Buchberger algorithm for constructing initial ideals and Grobner bases of toric
ideals. The algorithm inputs the regular triangulation c and builds M by constructing
its successive localizations by making repeated calls to an optimization oracle. We
also give an algorithm to construct standard pair decompositions, derive bounds for
the arithmetic degree of one dimensional toric initial ideals and give new results for
localizations of initial ideals when the toric ideal is of codimension two. We rst
describe the setup.
Let A= [a1; : : : ; an]2Zdn be a matrix of rank d where aj denotes the jth column
of A. The toric ideal of A, denoted IA, is the d-dimensional prime ideal that is the
kernel of the homomorphism k[x1; : : : ; xn]!k[t1; t−11 ; : : : ; td; t−1d ] such that xj 7! taj . The
name comes from the fact that the ane variety V(IA) is a toric variety in kn [9].
Let N denote the set of non-negative integers. The ideal IA is generated by binomials
of the form xu+− xu− where u= u+− u−; u+; u− 2Nn lies in the (n−d)-dimensional
lattice kerZ(A):=ker(A) \ Zn = fu2Zn: Au = 0g and hence its Grobner bases [1,5,8]
also consist of such binomials. We assume that kerZ(A)\Nn= f0g which implies that
IA is homogeneous with respect to some positive grading. Toric ideals play a crucial
role in integer programming [6,22] which is the context of this paper.
Consider the integer program IPA; c(b):=minimizefc  x: Ax = b; x2Nng where the
right-hand side vector b lies in the monoid N(A):=fAx: x2Nng and the cost vector
c2Rn. A vector x2Nn such that Ax = b is called a feasible solution to IPA; c(b) and
the polyhedron PIb:= convex hull fx2Nn: Ax = bg, is called the b-ber of A. Clearly,
IPA; c(b) is feasible (i.e., PIb \ Nn 6= ;) if and only if b2N(A). A feasible solution
to IPA; c(b) at which the functional c  x is minimized is called an optimal solution to
IPA; c(b). Since ker(A) \ Rn0 = f0g; PIb is a polytope for all b2N(A). Hence every
cost vector c2Rn has a bounded optimum over a ber PIb. We say that c is a generic
cost vector for A if the optimal solution to IPA; c(b) is a unique vertex of PIb for
each b2N(A). A cost vector c is generic for A if and only if the initial ideal of IA
with respect to c, denoted as inc(IA), is a monomial ideal in k[x]:=k[x1; : : : ; xn]. We
will always assume that c is generic for A. Let IPA; c denote the family of all integer
programs IPA; c(b) obtained by varying b2N(A) and let Gc be the reduced Grobner
basis of the toric ideal IA with respect to c. It can be shown that if A satises the
assumptions above and c is generic for A, then Gc is well dened regardless of whether
c induces a term order on k[x] or not. We x the above setting and assumptions on
A; b and c in the rest of this paper. Conti and Traverso [6] showed that Gc solves
all programs in IPA; c as follows: Given a feasible solution  to the integer program
IPA; c(b), the optimal solution  to IPA; c(b) is the exponent vector of the normal form
of x with respect to Gc. The reduced Grobner basis Gc is a test set for the family
IPA; c [27] in the sense of [4,7,13,18,19].
Proposition 1.1 (Thomas [27]). (i) The exponent vectors of the monomials in the
initial ideal inc(IA) are precisely the non-optimal solutions to the programs in IPA; c.
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(ii) The monoid N(A) is in bijection with the set of exponent vectors of standard
monomials of inc(IA); denoted Sc; via b$ b where b is the unique optimal solution
to IPA; c(b).
Let A:=fa1; : : : ; ang be the vector conguration in Zd consisting of the columns of
A. For a subset A, we let pos() denote the cone generated by . A triangulation
 of A is a collection of subsets of A such that fpos(): 2g is a set of cones
in a simplicial fan whose support is pos(A). The simplicial nature allows us to write
 as the set of its maximal simplices. The elements of  are called the faces or cells
of . For convenience we identify A with the set of indices [n]:=f1; : : : ; ng and any
subset of A by the corresponding subset  [n]. A generic cost vector c induces the
regular triangulation c of A [3,10] as follows:  is a face of c if there exists
a vector y2Rd such that aj  y = cj whenever j2  and aj  y<cj otherwise. The
Stanley{Reisner ideal of c is the square-free monomial ideal hxi1    xir : fi1; : : : ; irg is
a minimal non-face of ci where  [n] is a minimal non-face of c if  is not in c
but every proper subset of  is in c.
Theorem 1.2 (Sturmfels [21]). The radical of the initial ideal inc(IA) is the Stanley{
Reisner ideal of the regular triangulation c.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe two known coverings of
the standard monomials of a monomial ideal M : the standard pair decomposition and
the Stanley decomposition [20]. It was shown in [24] that the former decomposition
is related to the associated primes of M and provides a combinatorial formula for the
arithmetic degree of M . We show that the cardinality of a minimal Stanley decompo-
sition is an upper bound to the arithmetic degree of M . We also give an algorithm to
compute standard pair decompositions. The associated primes of inc(IA) are monomial
ideals generated by subsets of fx1; : : : ; xng. The set of all associated primes of inc(IA),
denoted Ass(inc(IA)), forms a partially ordered set (poset) with respect to inclusion: for
P;Q2Ass(inc(IA)), we write P  Q if PQ. Hence, the minimal primes of inc(IA)
are the maximal elements of Ass(inc(IA)). The poset Ass(inc(IA)) is contained (often
strictly) in the face lattice of the regular triangulation c. We provide a family of toric
initial ideals for which the two posets coincide. In Section 3 we describe the connec-
tions between localizations of inc(IA) at its associated primes and group relaxations
[12] of programs in IPA; c along the lines of [26]. In our sense, a group relaxation of
IPA; c(b) is the lattice program obtained by relaxing non-negativity restrictions on any
subset of variables whose indices form a cell in c. Such relaxations were studied in
[29]. Degree bounds for certain Grobner basis elements are derived. We also obtain
bounds on the arithmetic degree of inc(IA) in the special case when A is a 1 n ma-
trix. In Section 4 we consider initial ideals arising from toric ideals of codimension
two. An associated prime of such an initial ideal has codimension at most three. We
show that such an initial ideal is uniquely determined by its localizations at minimal
primes, a property that fails in higher codimension. We then examine the behaviour of
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localizations of such initial ideals at minimal primes as c is varied while keeping the
radical of the initial ideal xed. In Section 5 we describe the non-Buchberger algorithm
to compute inc(IA) and hence Gc, using c as input. This algorithm is based on the
results in Sections 2 and 3. We conclude with computational results for this algorithm.
2. Decompositions of standard monomials, associated primes and arithmetic degree
We rst recall the standard pair decomposition [24] of (the standard monomials
of) an arbitrary monomial ideal M which allows a combinatorial description of the
arithmetic degree [2] of M . For m2Nn, let the support of m be denoted by supp(m):=
fi:mi 6= 0g and let supp(xm):=supp(m).
Denition 2.1. For a monomial xm 2 k[x] and  [n], we say that (xm; ) is an ad-
missible pair of a monomial ideal M if (i) supp(m) \ = ; and (ii) every monomial
in xm  k[x]:=xm  k[xj: j2 ] is a standard monomial of M . A monomial in xm k[x]
is said to be covered by the standard pair (xm; ).
There is a natural partial order on the set of all admissible pairs of M given by
(xm; )  (xm0 ; 0) if and only if xm divides xm0 and supp(xm0=xm) [ 0 .
Denition 2.2. An admissible pair (xm; ) of M is called a standard pair of M if it is
a minimal element in the poset of all admissible pairs with respect to the above partial
order.
The standard pairs of M induce a unique covering of the set of standard mono-
mials of M which we refer to as the standard pair decomposition of M . It was
shown in [24] that the arithmetic degree of M , denoted arithdeg(M), equals the
number of standard pairs of M . This paper also gives a bound for arithdeg(M) in
terms of the degrees of the minimal generators and dimension of M . Algebraically,
arithdeg(M) =
P
mult(P)deg(P) where the sum is over all homogeneous prime ide-
als P in k[x]; mult(P) is the length of the largest ideal of nite length in the ring
k[x]P=Mk[x]P , and deg(P) is the geometric degree of the variety of P. The integer
mult(P) is positive if and only if P is an associated prime of M , and since in our situa-
tion M is a monomial ideal, every associated prime of M is of the form p:=hxj: j 62 i
for some  [n] which implies that deg(p) = 1.
Theorem 2.3 (Sturmfels, Trung and Vogel [24]). Given a monomial ideal M and p=
hxj: j 62 i for some  [n]:
(i) p is an associated prime of M if and only if M has a standard pair of the
form (; ). If p is an associated prime of M then mult(p) equals the number of
standard pairs of M of the form (; ). Hence; arithdeg(M)=Pmult(p); where the
sum is over all associated primes of M .
(ii) p is a minimal prime of M if and only if (1; ) is a standard pair of M .
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Fig. 1. Standard pair decomposition.
Example 2.4. The standard pairs of a monomial ideal. The ideal M=hz11; xz; x4y7; x5y5;
x6y3; x7y; x8i k[x; y; z] has 14 standard pairs with  = f2g: f(z10; ); : : : ; (z; ); (1; );
(x; ); (x2; ); (x3; )g and 16 standard pairs of the form (xiyj; ;) where i = 4; : : : ; 7
and j = 0; : : : ; (14− 2i). Hence arithdeg(M) = 30 and the associated primes of M are
pf2g = hx; zi and p; = hx; y; zi. Fig. 1 shows the standard pair decomposition of M .
We rst provide an algorithm to compute the standard pair decomposition of a
monomial ideal.
Algorithm 2.5. To compute the standard pairs of a monomial ideal M  k[x1; : : : ; xn].
INPUT: The minimal generators of M .
OUTPUT: The set S of standard pairs of M .
Let k:=0; S:=;, and M0:=M .
While Mk 6= h1i do
 w:=1; :=f1; : : : ; ng, and ~M :=Mk .
 While ~M 6= f0g do
 Let xm be a minimal generator of ~M and choose xi; i2 supp(xm).
 w:=w  xm=xi, and := n fig.
 ~M :=( ~M : xm=xi) \ k[xj: j2 ].
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 If w = xu, let w0:=Qi2supp(xu)\c xui .
 If (xv; ) (w0; ) for every (xv; )2 S, then S:=S [ f(w0; )g.
 Mk+1:=Mk + hwi and k:=k + 1.
Proof of correctness. We rst show that each time the inner while loop terminates,
Mk : w=p. Suppose c = f1; 2; : : : ; rg, and as the algorithm passed through the inner
while loop it detected xi’s in this order, i.e., rst x1, then x2; : : :, and nally xr . Similarly,
suppose ~M 1; ~M 2; : : : ; ~Mr are the ideals the loop computed, and xm1 ; xm2 ; : : : ; xmr are the
respective minimal generators it picked. Then w = (xm1 =x1)(xm2 =x2)    (xmr =xr). First
we show that wxi is in Mk for all i = 1; : : : ; r. Clearly, (xmi =xi)xi is in ~Mi. But since
~Mi = ( ~Mi−1: xmi−1 =xi−1) \ k[xi; : : : ; xn]; (xmi−1 =xi−1)(xmi =xi)xi is in ~Mi−1. Continuing in
this fashion we see (xm1 =x1)    (xmi−1 =xi−1)(xmi =xi)xi is in ~M 1, which is Mk . This shows
wxi 2Mk for all i. When the inner while loop terminates 0 = ~Mr+1 = ( ~Mr: xmr =xr) \
k[xr+1; : : : ; xn]. Hence, no monomial in xr+1; : : : ; xn multiplies w into Mk . Hence Mk : w=
p. Also clearly, (w0; ) is a standard pair of Mk . A standard pair of Mk is either a
standard pair of M or covered by a standard pair of M . So we only need to show that
if (w0; ) is covered by a standard pair of M , then it is covered by one in S. Suppose
(xv; ) is a standard pair of M which covers (w0; ). If (xv; ) was a standard pair of
Mk , that would be a contradiction since a standard pair cannot cover another standard
pair. Therefore in the course of the algorithm a generator that was added to Mk has
\destroyed" (xv; ). This happens when that standard pair is added to S.
There is a general decomposition scheme for any nitely generated k-algebra called
a Stanley decomposition [20,25] which we now compare with the standard pair decom-
position described above. The k-algebra of interest here is k[x]=M which as a k-vector
space is spanned by the standard monomials of M .
Denition 2.6. Let M be a monomial ideal in k[x]. A Stanley decomposition of the
standard monomials of M is a set of (not necessarily admissible) pairs (x; ) such
that these pairs partition the standard monomials, i.e., x  k[x] \ x  k[x]=; for two
pairs (x; ) and (x; ). Equivalently, a Stanley decomposition is a collection of pairs
(xi ; i); i = 1; : : : ; s such that k[x]=M ’
Ls
i=1 x
i  k[xi ]. A Stanley decomposition
with minimal number of pairs is called a minimal Stanley decomposition.
Example 2.7 (A Stanley decomposition of the standard monomials of Example 2.4).
Using the algorithm described in Lemma 2:4 of [25] we nd that the following is a
Stanley decomposition of the standard monomials of M (see Fig. 2):
10[
i=1
(zi; f2g) [
3[
j=0
(y7xj; f2g) [
7[
j=0
(xj; ;) [
6[
j=0
i=1;2
(yixj; ;)
[
5[
j=0
i=3;4
(yixj; ;) [
4[
j=0
i=5;6
(yixj; ;):
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Fig. 2. A Stanley decomposition of the standard monomials of M in Example 2.4.
This Stanley decomposition needs a total of 14 pairs of the form (; f2g) and 44
pairs of the form (; ;). Notice that the covering given in Figure 1 is also a Stanley
decomposition.
Proposition 2.8. The arithmetic degree of a monomial ideal M is at most the cardi-
nality of a minimal Stanley decomposition.
Proof. Let (x; ) be a pair in a given Stanley decomposition of M and let x
0
=Q
i2supp(x)\c x
i . Then (x
0
; ) is an admissible pair we can nd a standard pair
(x; ) such that x  k[x] x0  k[x] x  k[x]. Since standard pairs found this way
cover the standard monomials of M , we conclude that arithdeg(M) is at most the
cardinality of a minimal Stanley decomposition.
Remark 2.9 (The cardinality of a minimal Stanley decomposition can be strictly
larger than the arithmetic degree). Let M = hx1x3; x1x4; x2x3; x2x4i k[x1; x2; x3; x4].
This ideal has two standard pairs, namely (1; f1; 2g) and (1; f3; 4g). The only monomial
covered by both standard pairs is the monomial 1. In order to avoid this in any Stanley
decomposition one needs to introduce a new pair. For instance, (1; f1; 2g; (x3; f3; 4g)
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and (x4; f4g) constitute a minimal Stanley decomposition. We thank Bernd Sturmfels
for pointing out this example to us.
In the rest of this section we focus our attention on monomial ideals that arise
as initial ideals of toric ideals. For such ideals, the results in Theorem 2.3 can be
augmented as follows.
Theorem 2.10 (Sturmfels [22, Chapter 8]). Let inc(IA) be the initial ideal of the toric
ideal IA with respect to the generic cost vector c.
(a) If p is an associated prime of inc(IA); then  is a cell in the regular triangu-
lation c.
(b) The prime ideal p is a minimal prime of inc(IA) if and only if  is a maximal
cell of c. In this case; mult(p)= vol(); where vol() is the normalized volume of
 in c.
The normalized volume of a maximal cell 2c is the quotient of the determinant
of A, the submatrix of A whose columns are indexed by , by the g.c.d. of the
determinants of all A such that  is a maximal cell in c. By the above theorem,
arithdeg(inc(IA)) =
P
2c mult(p). We note that the converse to Theorem 2.10(a) is
false. If  is a cell of c that is not of maximal dimension, then p may or may not
be an associated (embedded) prime of inc(IA).
Example 2.11. Consider
A:=

3 2 1 0
0 1 2 3

and the lexicographic term order a b cd where a; b; c; d are the variables asso-
ciated to the four columns of A. Then in (IA)= hbd; ad; aci and written in full,  =
ff1; 2g; f2; 3g; f3; 4g; f1g; f2g; f3g; f4g; ;g. However, this initial ideal has no embedded
primes. Its minimal primes are pf1;2g=hc; di; pf2;3g=ha; di and pf3;4g=ha; bi and each
has multiplicity one which is the normalized volume of each maximal face in  .
We now construct a family of matrices and term orders for which p is an associated
prime of inc(IA) for each 2c. Consider the matrix
Aq:=

q q− 1 q− 2    (q+ 1)=2 (q− 1)=2    2 1 0
0 1 2    (q− 1)=2 (q+ 1)=2    q− 2 q− 1 q

;
where q2N; q odd, q  5. The toric variety V(IAq) is the rational normal curve of de-
gree q in Pq. For ease of exposition, we label the variables associated with the columns
of Aq as x0; x1; x2; : : : ; x(q−1)=2; y(q−1)=2; : : : ; y2; y1; y0. Consider the lexicographic ordering
 dened \cyclically" as follows: x(q−1)=2y1 x(q−3)=2y2 x(q−5)=2y3    
x1y(q−1)=2 x0y0. We index the vector conguration given by Aq similarly:
Aq:=f0; 1; 2; : : : ; (q − 1)=2; ((q − 1)=2)0; : : : ; 20; 10; 00g. Then the regular triangulation
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 consists of the unique maximal face  = f0; 00g and all its subfaces. Theorem
2.10(b) implies that mult(pf0;00g) = q.
Proposition 2.12. For each face  of the regular triangulation  of Aq dened as
above; the ideal p is an associated prime of in (IAq).
Proof. By Theorem 2.10, it suces to show that for each lower dimensional face
1 = f0g; 2 = f00g; 0 = ; in  ; there is a standard pair for in (IAq) of the form
(; ).
(i) (x1; f0g) is a standard pair of in (IAq): The exponent vector of xr0x1 is the
unique lattice point in the ((q− 1) + rq; 1)t-ber of Aq for all values of r 2N. Hence
all such monomials are standard with respect to in (IAq) showing that (x1; f0g) is
an admissible pair for in (IAq). The binomial x1y0 − y2(q−1)=2 2 IAq has initial term
x1y0 with respect to  and hence (x1; f0; 00g) is not admissible for in (IAq). Hence,
(x1; f0g) is a standard pair of in (IAq).
(ii) (y1; f00g) is a standard pair of in (IAq): As above, the ber of Aq containing
the exponent vector of any monomial y1yr0; r 2N contains no other lattice point which
shows that (y1; f00g) is admissible for in (IAq). This is a standard pair for in (IAq)
since the binomial y1x0 − y3x2 2 IAq has initial term y1x0 with respect to  .
(iii) (x(q−1)=2; ;)) is a standard pair of in (IAq): Consider x(q−1)=2x0 − xb(q−1)=4c
xd(q−1)=4e and x(q−1)=2y0−yb(q+1)=4cyd(q+1)=4e in IAq . The leading term of each binomial
with respect to  is the rst term. Hence neither (x(q−1)=2; f0g) nor (x(q−1)=2; f00g) are
admissible for in (IAq). Moreover, the ber containing the exponent vector of x(q−1)=2
has no other lattice points which shows that (x(q−1)=2; ;) is a standard pair of in (IAq).
Example 2.13. Consider
A9 =

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

:
The variables associated with the columns of A9 are x0; x1 : : : ; x4; y4; : : : ; y0. The standard
pairs of IA9 are given below.
  = f0; 00g: (y84 ; ); (y74 ; ); (y64 ; )(y54 ; ); (y44 ; ); (y34 ; ); (y24 ; ); (y4; ); (1; ).
 1=f0g: (x41 ; 1);(x31y24 ; 1);(x31y4; 1);(x31 ; 1);(x21y44 ; 1);(x21y34 ; 1);(x21y24 ; 1);(x21y4; 1);
(x21 ; 1); (x1y
6
4 ; 1); (x1y
5
4 ; 1); (x1y
4
4 ; 1); (x1y
3
4 ; 1); (x1y
2
4 ; 1); (x1y4; 1); (x1; 1):
 2 = f00g: (y2y3; 2); (y2; 2); (y23y24 ; 2); (y23y4; 2); (y23 ; 2); (y3y54 ; 2); (y3y44 ; 2);
(y3y34 ; 2); (y3y
2
4 ; 2); (y3y4; 2); (y3; 2); (y1; 2).
 0 = ;: (x2; 0); (x3; 0); (x22 ; 0); (x2y3; 0); (x2x21 ; 0); (x2x1; 0); (y23x1; 0); (y3x21y4; 0);
(y3x21 ; 0); (y3x1y
3
4 ; 0); (y3x1y
2
4 ; 0); (y3x1y4; 0); (y3x1; 0); (x4; 0).
Thus mult(p)=9; mult(p1)=12; mult(p2 )=16; mult(p0 )=14 and arithdeg(in(IA9 ))
= 51.
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3. Group relaxations in integer programming and localization
The standard pair decomposition of inc(IA) reduces the problem of solving integer
programs in IPA; c to solving systems of linear equations: if  is the optimal solution to
the program IPA; c(b), then the monomial x is covered by some standard pair (xu; )
and hence x = xu  x for some exponent vector . The exponent vector  is the
unique solution to the linear system Ax = b− Asupp(u)u. Therefore, in order to solve
IPA; c(b) it suces to solve the arithdeg(inc(IA))-many linear systems of equations as
above and picking as  any solution that is both integral and non-negative. Hence
arithdeg(inc(IA)) is a measure of the complexity of IPA; c, and in Section 5 we will see
that it also measures the complexity of computing the reduced Grobner basis Gc of IA.
In this section we connect a certain relaxation technique in integer programming,
called group relaxation [12], to localizations of initial ideals of toric ideals. This
connection was rst presented in [26] and we will follow the treatment there. We start
with a generalization of integer programs.
Denition 3.1. Suppose L is a sublattice of Zn; w2Rn and v2Nn. The lattice pro-
gram LatL;w(v) dened by this data is
minimize w  u: u  v mod L; u2Nn:
Integer programs are lattice programs: If v is a solution to IPA; c(b), then IPA; c(b) is
the program:
minimize c  x: x  v mod kerZ(A); x2Nn:
Grobner basis methods for integer programs can be extended to solve lattice programs.
Given the lattice L and a cost vector w, we rst construct the lattice ideal IL= hx−
x:  − 2L; ; 2Nni. We then compute the reduced Grobner basis of IL with
respect to a rened term order  w, denoted as G w . For a particular lattice program
LatL;w(v), the optimal solution is the exponent vector of the normal form of xv with
respect to G w .
Let  [n] and  : Zn ! Zn−jj be the coordinate projection map where the
coordinates indexed by  are eliminated. In the rest of this section L:=kerZ(A) and
L:=(kerZ(A)).
Lemma 3.2. The map  :L!L is an isomorphism if rank(A) = jj.
Denition 3.3. Consider the integer program IPA; c(b) and a feasible solution v to this
program. Let  be a face of c and  be any maximal face of c containing . Then
the group relaxation of IPA; c(b) with respect to  is the lattice program LatL; ~c((v))
where ~c:=(c − cA−1 A).
Group relaxations are always dened with respect to a face  of c. This guarantees
that rank(A) = jj. The next theorem justies the word \relaxation" in the above
denition.
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Theorem 3.4. Suppose u0 2Nn−jj is the optimal solution to the group relaxation of
IPA; c(b) with respect to . Then there exists a unique u2Zn such that A(u− v) = 0
for any feasible solution v to IPA; c(b) and (u) = u0. If u  0 then it is the optimal
solution to IPA; c(b).
Proof. Since  is an isomorphism of L and L; u0 − (v) uniquely lifts to (u −
v)2L. This proves the rst claim. If u2Nn, then it is a feasible solution to IPA; c(b).
We need to show that it is actually optimal. Suppose w is another feasible solution
with c  (u − w)> 0. This implies that (c − cA−1 A)  (u − w)> 0; and hence ~c 
(u0−(w))> 0. This contradicts the fact that u0 is the optimal solution for the group
relaxation.
Example 3.5 (Solving integer programs via group relaxations). For
A=
2
4 1 1 1 1 11 4 3 1 0
0 2 3 4 1
3
5
and c = [10; 2; 1; 1; 10], we get c = ff1; 2; 4g; f1; 4; 5g; f2; 3; 4gg. Take  = f1; 2; 4g.
Then ~c = [1=12; 13=12], and G ~c(L) = fx5 − x3; x123 − 1g. For bT = [16; 36; 39] and
the feasible solution v = (0; 2; 9; 1; 4) of IPA; c(b), the remainder of x(v) = x93x
4
5 with
respect to G ~c(L) is x3 whose exponent vector is (1; 0). This lifts to the optimal
solution (3; 6; 1; 6; 0) of the original integer program. However, for bT = [9; 13; 16] and
the initial solution v = (1; 0; 4; 0; 4) of IPA; c(b), the normal form of x(v) = x43x
4
5 is x
8
3
which lifts to (5;−4; 8; 0; 0). In this case, the above group relaxation does not solve
IPA; c(b).
Proposition 3.6. Under the ring homomorphism
^: k[x1; : : : ; xn]! k[xi: i 62 ]
where
^(xi) = 1 if i2 ;
^(xi) = xi if i 62 ;
the image of the toric ideal IA is the lattice ideal IL . Moreover; ^(Gc(IA)) is a
Grobner basis of IL with respect to the cost vector ~c. This Grobner basis is not
reduced in general.
Proof. The rst claim is a consequence of Lemma 3.2. The second follows from the
fact that for u− v2L; c  (u− v)> 0 if and only if ~c  ((u)− (v))> 0:
Using Proposition 3.6 we will identify the initial ideal in ~c(IL) with the localization
of inc(IA) at the prime p; i.e. in ~c(IL)= (inc(IA)k[x]p)\ k[xi: i 62 ]. This allows us
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to characterize which integer programs are solved by the group relaxation with respect
to  (see also [22], Chapter 12).
Theorem 3.7. The integer program IPA; c(b) is solved by the group relaxation with
respect to 2c if and only if the monomial x; where  is the optimal solution to
IPA; c(b); is covered by a standard pair (x; 0) of inc(IA) for some 0 .
Proof. The monomial x is standard with respect to inc(IA). Suppose it is covered
by a standard pair as above. Then x = xx0 for some x0 with supp(x0 ) 0.
Since in ~c(IL) is the localization of inc(IA) at p the pair (x
; 0 − ) is a standard
pair of in ~c(IL). Hence the optimal solution to the group relaxation will be  +
(0) which lifts to . Conversely if the integer program is solved by this group
relaxation then x() must be a standard monomial of in ~c(IL). Hence (x
(); ) is an
admissible pair of inc(IA), and this means x is covered by a standard pair of the desired
form.
From a practical point of view it is best if an integer program is solved by a group
relaxation with respect to a maximal face  of c. In this case the prime p is a minimal
prime of inc(IA); and the localized initial ideal in ~c(IL) is zero-dimensional. Hence it
has nitely many standard monomials and the Grobner bases of zero-dimensional ideals
are easier to compute than those of higher dimensional ideals.
Proposition 3.8. If  is a maximal face of c; then the number of standard monomials
of in ~c(IL) is jdet(A)j. Therefore the degree of such a standard monomial is at most
jdet(A)j − 1.
Proof. Theorem 2.10 implies that there are exactly vol()-many standard monomials
for in ~c(IL), and vol() is equal to jdet(A)j. The second statement follows immediately
from this.
Corollary 3.9. Suppose IA is homogeneous with respect to the total degree grading
and g = x − x is an element of the reduced Grobner basis Gc. If ^(g) is also a
reduced Grobner basis element in G ~c(IL) for a maximal face  of c; then deg(g) 
(dim(IA) + 1)(deg(IA))2.
Proof. Let v=(−). From the previous proposition it follows that jvj1  2 deg(IA)
using the fact that deg(IA)  jdet(A)j. Since A(−)=−A[n]nv, using Cramer’s rule
we get the bound that j( − )j1  2(dim(IA))(deg(IA))2. In other words, j − j1 
2(dim(IA) + 1)(deg(IA))2, and hence deg(g)  (dim(IA) + 1)(deg(IA))2.
We can use the above results to derive an upper bound on the arithmetic degree
of inc(IA) when A is a 1  n matrix. Without loss of generality we assume that the
greatest common divisor of the entries in A is one. The following theorem can also be
deduced from [11].
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Theorem 3.10. Let A=[a1; a2; : : : ; an] where 0<a1<a2<   <an and g.c.d.(a1; : : : ;
an) = 1: Then for c2Rn;
arithdeg(inc(IA)) an(aj − 1) whenever c = ffjgg; j <n;
arithdeg(inc(IA)) an−1(an − 1) whenever c = ffngg:
The bijection given in Proposition 1.1(ii) between the set of standard monomials
of inc(IA) and the set of optimal solutions to the integer programs in IPA; c allows an
interpretation of the standard pair decomposition of inc(IA) as a covering of N(A) as
follows. For a standard pair (xm; ) of inc(IA), the monomials in xm  k[xj: j2 ] are
in bijection with the elements of the translated monoid Asupp(m)  m + N(faj: j2 g)
contained in N(A), where N(faj: j2 g) = f
P
j2 njaj: nj 2Ng. For a matrix A as in
Theorem 3.10, the point conguration A has n distinct regular triangulations, each of
the form =ffjgg for j=1; : : : ; n. For a cost vector c2Rn, if c=ffjgg then inc(IA)
has aj standard pairs of the form (; fjg) and possibly more of the form (; ;). Further,
if (xm; ) and (xm0 ; ) are two dierent standard pairs of inc(IA) then Asupp(m)  m 6=
Asupp(m0) m0. Let b0:=maxfA m: (xm; fjg) is a standard pair of inc(IA)g.Then b0 is an
upper bound to the arithmetic degree of inc(IA).
Proof of Theorem 3.10. Let c2Rn be a cost vector such that c=ffjgg; j2f1; 2; : : : ; ng
and let Mj be the localization of the initial ideal inc(IA) at the prime ideal pfjg. By
Proposition 3.8 all standard monomials of Mj have total degree at most aj−1 and hence
their exponent vectors lie in the simplex in Rn−1 with vertices f(aj − 1)ek ; k 2 [n] n
fjgg [ f0g. This implies that b0 is at most an(aj − 1) when j<n and an−1(an − 1)
when j = n.
Corollary 3.11. The arithmetic degree of an initial ideal of IA where A is as in
Theorem 3:10 is bounded above by (an − 1)2.
Proof. For j<n; aj  an−1  an−1. Therefore, an(aj−1)  an(an−2)<a2n−2an+
1 = (an − 1)2.
4. Toric ideals of codimension two
We now focus our attention on initial ideals that arise from toric ideals of codi-
mension two, i.e., A is a d  (d + 2) matrix of rank d. Such toric ideals have many
special properties that fail in higher codimension (see [16]). In this section we derive
new results for the localizations of these initial ideals at their associated primes. We
rst invoke a result for general toric initial ideals which provides a lower bound for
the dimension of an associated prime of inc(IA).
Theorem 4.1 (Hosten and Thomas [14]). Let A be a d  n matrix of rank d and
inc(IA) be its initial ideal with respect to a generic cost vector c2Rn. If p is an
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associated prime of inc(IA) for some  in the regular triangulation c; then n+ 1−
2n−d  jj  d.
Corollary 4.2. If IA is a toric ideal of codimension two; then whenever p is an
associated prime of inc(IA) for some 2c; d− 1  jj  d.
Therefore, in codimension two, all minimal primes of inc(IA) have dimension d and
codimension n − d = 2 while all embedded primes (if there are any) have dimension
d− 1 and codimension n− (d− 1) = n− d+1= 2+ 1= 3. Hence, there are only two
\levels" of non-trivial localizations for such initial ideals. We will be concerned with
the localizations of inc(IA) at its minimal primes.
Suppose c1 and c2 are two distinct cost vectors such that inc1 (IA) 6= inc2 (IA) but c1=
c2 . Then both initial ideals have the same minimal primes although the corresponding
primary components of the two initial ideals may dier. However, it is possible that
even though inc1 (IA) 6= inc2 (IA), the localizations of the two initial ideals at each
minimal prime coincide.
Example 4.3. Consider A=[1; 2; 3; 4] of corank three, c1=(7; 5; 0; 1) and c2=(7; 11; 0; 1).
Here inc1 (IA) = hbd; bc2; ad; ac; ab; d3; b2; a2i 6= inc2 (IA) = hbd; bc; ad2; ac; ab; d3; b2; a2i
although c1 =c2 =ff3gg. However, both ideals when localized at pf3g give ha; b; d3i
 k[a; b; d].
Theorem 4.4. Let IA be a toric ideal of codimension two; and let c1 and c2 be two
distinct cost vectors with c1=c2=. Then inc1 (IA)=inc2 (IA) if and only if in ~c1(IL)=
in ~c2(IL) for every maximal face  of the regular triangulation .
In order to prove the above theorem we need to look at a dierent way of encoding
b-bers and group relaxations. See [17] for an alternate proof. Suppose B2Zn(n−d)
is a matrix whose columns form a basis for L:=kerZ(A). Given a b-ber PIb =
convex hull fx2Nn: Ax = bg and any lattice vector u in this ber, the lattice points
in PIb are in bijection with the lattice points in the polytope Pu:=fz 2Rn−d: Bz  ug.
This bijection is given by z 2Pu \ Zn−d $ u − Bz. If u and v are two dierent lat-
tice points of PIb then the corresponding polytopes Pu and Pv are lattice translates
of each other. Besides Pu we introduce two related polyhedra: for a vector c2Rn
we dene Pu;c:=fz 2Rn−d: Bz  u; (cB)z  0g, and for the same vector c and a
subset  of [n] we let Pu;c:=fz 2Rn−d: Bz  (u); (cB)z  0g, which is obtained
from Pu;c by omitting the inequalities indexed by . The following result character-
izes the standard pairs of inc(IA) using Pu;c. For the details of the proof we refer
to [14].
Theorem 4.5. Let u2Nn and  [n] such that supp(u) \ = ;. Then the pair (xu; )
is a standard pair of inc(IA) if and only if the origin is the only lattice point in Pu;c;
and for i:= [ fig where i 62 ; Piu;c contains some non-zero lattice point.
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Fig. 3. Two dierent Pu;c1 and P

u;c2 for the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. One direction is trivial. For the other direction suppose in ~c1
(IL)= in ~c2 (IL) for every maximal face  of  but inc1 (IA) 6= inc2 (IA). By Corollary
4.2 there exists a (d − 1) dimensional face  of  such that in ~c1(IL) 6= in ~c2(IL).
Therefore, there is a standard pair (xu; ;) of in ~c1 (IL) such that xu is not a standard
monomial of in ~c2 (IL). Using the polyhedra introduced above this means the following:
Let B2Z(d+2)2 be as above. Without loss of generality we assume that the rows of B
are b1; b2; b3, and =f2; 3; : : : ; d+2g is a maximal face of  containing . By Theorem
4.5, Pu;c1 does not contain any non-zero lattice points and all the inequalities are essen-
tial; i.e., the removal of any inequality will introduce a new lattice point, whereas Pu;c2
contains a non-zero lattice point z. Let D1 be the triangle fz 2R2: b1z  u1; (c1B)z 
0; (c2B)z  0g and D2 be the triangle fz 2R2: b2z  u2; (c1B)z  0; (c2B)z  0g. Now
the lattice point z which is in Pu;c2 but not in P

u;c1 must be in D2. The constraint
b3z  u3 cuts through D2 or D1, or both. If it cuts only through D2 and if b2z = u^2,
then P(u1 ;u^2);c2 will contain the same lattice point but P

(u1 ;u^2);c1 will be lattice point
free (Figure 3, second diagram). Using Theorem 4.5 we conclude that (xu11 x
u^2
2 ; ;) is a
standard pair for in ~c1 (IL), but x
u1
1 x
u^2
2 is not a standard monomial of in ~c2 (IL). This
contradicts the hypothesis that in ~c1 (IL) = in ~c2 (IL). If the constraint b3z  u3 cuts
through D1 (see Fig. 3, rst diagram), then for v=(0; u2; u3) the polytope Pv;c1 will not
contain a non-zero lattice point, but Pv;c2 will contain one. However, for both polytopes
the inequality b3z  u3 is not essential. Hence, (xu22 ; ;) is a standard pair of in ~c1 (IL),
but xu22 is not a standard monomial of in ~c2 (IL) { a contradiction.
In the rest of this section we examine the behaviour of the zero-dimensional ideals
^(inc(IA)) (IA is of codimension two) for a xed maximal simplex  in :=c, as c
varies. We rst recall some results for a general d n matrix A satisfying the assump-
tions of Section 1. For a xed regular triangulation  of A, the set fc0 2Rn: c0 =g
is an n-dimensional polyhedral cone in Rn called the secondary cone of  [3,10]. It
has the rowspan of A as its lineality space and hence we will refer to its image in
ker(A) ’ Rn=rowspan(A) ’ Rn−d as the secondary cone of , denoted C. For the
initial ideal inc(IA), the set fc0 2Rn: inc0(IA) = inc(IA)g is an n-dimensional polyhedral
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cone in Rn called the Grobner cone of inc(IA) [15]. It also has rowspan(A) as lineality
space and again we refer to its image in ker(A), as the Grobner cone of inc(IA), denoted
Kc. The Grobner cones of all initial ideals inc(IA) with c= form a polyhedral com-
plex whose support is C [Stu1]. Recall that the matrix B2Znn−d introduced earlier
was chosen such that its columns form a Z-basis for L= kerZ(A) and hence a basis
for ker(A). Hence for each u2 ker(A), there is a unique vector u 2Rn−d such that
Bu = u. Let Hu:=fx2Rn−d: ux = 0g. For u2 kerZ(A) and c 2Rn−d if u  c > 0,
then inc(xu
+ − xu−) = xu+ and if u  c < 0 then inc(xu+ − xu−) = xu− . We say that
xu
+ − xu− is a valid binomial for a cone K in Rn−d if Hu is a supporting hyperplane
of K , i.e., Hu \ int(K) = ;. The binomial xu+ − xu− is called a facet binomial of K if
Hu is the linear span of a facet of K and for every ! 2 int(K); in!(xu+ − xu−) = xu+ .
A vector u2 kerZ(A) (or equivalently xu+ − xu− 2 IA) is a circuit of IA if supp(u) is
minimal with respect to inclusion and the g.c.d. of the components of u is one. Every
circuit of IA is an element of some reduced Grobner basis of IA. The facet binomials of
a Grobner cone of IA are elements in the corresponding reduced Grobner basis while
the facet binomials of a secondary cone are circuits of IA [23].
Lemma 4.6. The binomial xp − xq 2 IA is invalid for the secondary cone C if and
only if both supp(p) and supp(q) contain non-faces of .
Proof. The binomial xp − xq is invalid for C if and only if there exists a non-zero
! 2Rn−d such that ! 2Hp−q\int(C). Hence we can choose !1 and !2 in int(C),
arbitrarily close to ! and on opposite sides of Hp−q such that, in!1 (x
p− xq)= xp and
in!2 (x
p − xq) = xq. However, both in!1 (IA) and in!2 (IA) are supported on  and since
xp 2 in!1 (IA) and xq 2 in!2 (IA), by Theorem 1.2, both supp(p) and supp(q) contain
minimal non-faces of .
When A is of corank two, C is a two dimensional cone in R2. Let x − x and
x− x in IA be the two facet binomials of C. Then supp() and supp() are minimal
non-faces of  while supp() and supp() are faces. Let the Grobner cones rening
C be labeled K1; : : : ;Kt such that Kl is the Grobner cone of incl(IA); x
 − x is
a facet binomial of K1, and Kl is adjacent to Kl+1 for l = 1; : : : ; t − 1. Recall that
c1 =   = ct = . We denote the common facet binomial of the Grobner cones Kl
and Kl+1 as xp
l+1 − xql . Each such binomial is invalid for C.
We now x a maximal simplex 2 and consider ^(in!(IA)) as ! sweeps from
one facet of C to the other. To avoid the trivial case, we assume that C sup-
ports at least two Grobner cones, i.e., t  2. Since A is of corank two, we can
assume that [n] n = fi; jg. Then among the generators of ^(in!(IA)) k[xi; xj] there
are two of the form xi and x

j . We call these the single variable generators of
^(in!(IA)). Our goal is to prove (Theorem 4.11) that as ! sweeps through C, the
degree of one single variable generator of ^(in!(IA)) monotonically increases while
the degree of the other monotonically decreases. The following example illustrates this
phenomenon.
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Fig. 4. The secondary cone C and the four Grobner cones contained in it.
Example 4.7. Consider the matrix
A:=
2
4 1 1 1 1 10 4 5 2 0
0 1 4 5 2
3
5
and its regular triangulation =ff1; 2; 5g; f2; 3; 5g; f3; 4; 5gg. We associate the variables
a; b; c; d and e with the columns of A. The above triangulation supports four distinct
initial ideals of IA which we list below along with a cost vector that induces it:
 M1:=hb4d2e; a5c2d; b5d5; b7de6; a2bd3; a7d4; a13c8i; c1 = (17; 21; 0; 0; 0)
 M2:=hb4d2e; a5c2d; a2bd3; b5d5; a7d4; a8c6i; c2 = (1; 1; 0; 0; 0)
 M3:=ha5c2d; a2bd3; b5d5; a3c4; a7d4i; c3 = (14; 5; 0; 0; 0)
 M4:=ha5c2d; a2bd3; ab6d8; b11d13; a3c4; a7d4; ac6e3i; c4 = (16; 1; 0; 0; 0)
The facet binomials of C are a13c8 − b10e11 and b11d13 − c14e10. This secondary
cone and its Grobner cones are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the localizations of
M1; M2; M3; M4, in that order, at the minimal prime pf2;3;5g. Notice that the degree of
the single variable generator d increases monotonically from left to right while the
degree of a decreases.
The following proposition holds for matrices of corank two and no higher.
Proposition 4.8. Let C be a secondary cone of a toric ideal IA of codimension two
with facet binomials x − x and x − x such that C supports at least two Grobner
cones. Then
(i) supp() 6= supp();
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Fig. 5. Localizations of the four initial ideals supported on  at the minimal prime pf2;3;5g.
(ii) xp − xq 2 IA is invalid for C if and only if supp() supp(p) and supp()
supp(q); and
(iii) supp() \ supp() = ;.
Proof. (i) Suppose supp() = supp(). Let C0 be the secondary cone adjacent to C
such that C and C0 share the facet binomial x − x. Then supp() = supp() is
a face of 0. Let 0 = ! for !2Rn. If x − x is a valid binomial for C0 , then
in!(x − x) = x which contradicts Theorem 1.2. If x − x is invalid for C0 , then
we get a contradiction to Lemma 4.6.
(ii) The if direction follows from Lemma 4.6. Suppose xp−xq 2 IA is invalid for C.
Then p− q is a non-negative linear combination of − and −  which implies that
supp(p) supp()[supp() and supp(q) supp()[supp(). However, since supp()\
supp() = ; and supp() * supp() it follows that supp() * supp(p): (supp()
6 supp() since they are both minimal nonfaces of  and supp() 6= supp() by (i).)
Similarly, supp() * supp(q). If supp() supp(p) and supp() supp(q), we are
done. Else, one of the terms, say xp supports a non-face , supp() 6= supp(); supp().
Since supp() is a minimal non-face of  there exists a circuit x − x 2 IA that is a
valid binomial for C such that supp() is a face of . We can assume without loss
of generality that − comes before − which comes before p−q in clockwise or-
der. Then supp() supp(p) implies that the three coplanar vectors  − ;  −  and
p − q all lie in the intersection of the halfspaces xj  0 for all j2 supp(). There-
fore, supp() supp(). But since both are minimal nonfaces of  this implies that
supp() = supp() which is a contradiction.
(iii) Since t  2, for each xpl+1 − xql ; l2f1; : : : ; t − 1g; supp() supp(pl+1) and
supp() supp(ql). Since supp(pl+1) \ supp(ql) = ;; supp() \ supp() = ;.
Lemma 4.9. Let  be a xed maximal simplex in  = c with [n] n  = fi; jg and
x − x and x − x be the facet binomials of the secondary cone C. Then either xi
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divides x and xj divides x or xj divides x and xi divides x. Neither monomial is
divisible by xixj.
Proof. If neither xi nor xj divides x, then ^(inc(IA)) = h1i which is a contradiction.
Similarly for x. Hence at least one of xi or xj divides both x and x. However, since
supp()\ supp()= ;, exactly one of xi or xj divides x and the other variable divides
x.
Corollary 4.10. Suppose xi divides x and xj divides x. Then the common facet
binomial xp
l+1 − xql of the Grobner cones Kl and Kl+1 contained in C has the
following properties:
(i) supp() supp(pl+1) and supp() supp(ql).
(ii) xi divides xp
l+1
and xj divides xq
l
. Neither monomial is divisible by xixj.
(iii) ^(xp
l+1 − xql) = xp
(l+1)
i
i − x
qlj
j .
Theorem 4.11. For each of the Grobner cones Kl; l= 1; : : : ; t contained in the sec-
ondary cone C; let x
il
i and x
jl
j denote the single variable generators of the localization
^(incl(IA)). Then either i1  i2      it and j1  j2      jt or i1  i2      it
and j1  j2      jt
Proof. Suppose xi divides x and xj divides x. Therefore i1  ()=i. The minimal
generator xi1i comes from a valid binomial of K1. If this binomial is x
p − xq and is
invalid for C, then only xq belongs to inc1 (IA) but xi does not divide x
q. Therefore,
the minimal generator xi1i comes from a valid binomial of C. However, this binomial
is valid for all Grobner cones supported on  which implies that i1  il for all
l = 2; : : : ; t. Suppose i1 = i2 =    = il > il+1. Then this jump is caused by xpl+1 and
hence (pl+1) = il+1. However, all cost vectors cl+1; : : : ; ct pick xp
l+1
as the initial
term in the binomial xp
l+1−xql which is valid for all cones Kl+1; : : : ;Kt . This implies
that xp
l+1
lies in each of the initial ideals incl+1(IA); : : : ; inct (IA). Therefore, il+1  ik for
all k 2fl + 2; : : : ; tg. By a similar argument, starting from the other facet of C, we
can show that j1  j2      jt .
5. A non-Buchberger algorithm for toric Grobner bases
We now present the non-Buchberger algorithm to compute the reduced Grobner
basis Gc of the toric ideal IA. The basic idea is to build inc(IA) from the initial ideals
in ~c(IL) where p is an associated prime of inc(IA). By Theorem 2.10, Ass(inc(IA)),
the poset of all associated primes of inc(IA) is a subposet of the regular triangulation
c and both posets have the same maximal elements. We assume that c is given.
The construction starts at the top level of this poset, and for each maximal simplex 
of c constructs a minimal generating set (and hence a Grobner basis) for in ~c(IL).
It then moves down the successive levels of the face lattice of c and at each lower
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dimensional face  of c computes in ~c(IL) if p is an embedded prime of inc(IA).
This amounts to computing all standard pairs of inc(IA) of the form (; ).
5.1. Computing the localized initial ideal for each maximal face of c
The algorithm starts by computing a minimal generating set for the localized initial
ideal corresponding to each maximal face  of c. The following fact is used in the
algorithm.
Proposition 5.1. For a generic cost vector c; ~c > 0 for each maximal face  of c.
Proof. The maximal faces of c are in bijection with the optimal bases of the linear
programming relaxation of IPA; c(b) (see Theorem 1:1 in [23] and [28]): minimize
fc x: Ax=b; x  0g, as b varies. The optimality criterion for linear programming [19]
implies that for each maximal face , ~c  0. For generic c, ~c is strictly positive.
For each maximal face ; in ~c(IL) is a zero-dimensional ideal, and hence for each
i 62 ; xmii is a minimal generator of in ~c(IL) for some mi. Moreover, by Proposition
3.8 the degree of every minimal generator is at most jdet(A)j. So for every monomial
x 2 k[xi: i 62 ] such that jj1  jdet(A)j we determine T:=fx: x − x 2 IL and
x ~cxg. Since ~c is strictly positive, T is nite and it is empty if and only if x is
a standard monomial.
Algorithm 5.2. A non-Buchberger algorithm to compute Mingen(in ~c(IL)); the min-
imal generators of in ~c(IL); and G ~c(IL); the reduced Grobner basis of IL for a
maximal face  of c when c is a generic cost vector.
INPUT: A2Zdn, a generic cost vector c2Rn, and a maximal face  of c.
OUTPUT: Mingen(in ~c(IL)) and G ~c(IL).
1. Let Gen:=;. For every x 2 k[xi: i 62 ] with jj1  jdet(A)j compute T. If T=;
then x is a standard monomial, else Gen:=Gen [ fxg.
2. Let Mingen(in ~c(IL)) be the minimal set of monomials in Gen with respect to
divisibility.
3. Let G ~c(IL):=;. For every x 2Mingen(in ~c(IL)), let x be the minimal element
of T with respect to  ~c , and let G ~c(IL):=G ~c(IL) [ fx − xg
4. Output Mingen(in ~c(IL)) and G ~c(IL).
Example 5.3. In this example we consider the matrix A and cost vector c from
Example 3.5. We use Algorithm 5:2 to compute G ~c(IL) for each maximal face of c.
There are three maximal faces: 1 = f1; 2; 4g, 2 = f1; 4; 5g, 3 = f2; 3; 4g with ~c1 =
[1=12; 13=12], ~c2 =[13=4; 9=4], ~c3 =[1; 2] respectively. Since mult(p1 )=vol(1)=12,
in ~c1 (IL1 ) has 12 standard monomials, and we see that for x
i
3; i = 0; : : : ; 11, T(i;0) = ;.
Hence, all these monomials are standard. We compute T(12;0) = f1g and T(0;1) = fx3g,
and hence Mingen(in ~c1 (IL1 )) = fx123 ; x5g and G ~c1 (IL1 ) = fx123 − 1; x5 − x3g. Since
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jdet(A2 )j = 4, Mingen(in ~c2 (IL2 )) k[x2; x3] has four standard monomials. We com-
pute that T(1;0) = fx3g; T(0;1) = T(0;2) = T(0;3) = ; and T(0;4) = f1g. This means that
Mingen(in ~c2 (IL2 )) = fx2; x43g and G ~c2 (IL2 ) = fx2 − x3; x43 − 1g. Since jdet(A3 )j= 1,
we already know that Mingen(in ~c3 (IL3 )) = fx1; x5g. We see that T(1;0) = f1g and
T(0;1) = fx1; 1g. So G ~c3 (IL3 ) = fx1 − 1; x5 − 1g. We will see that although x5 − x1 is
not a reduced Grobner basis element here, it will \lift up" to x5x2 − x1x3 which is a
reduced Grobner basis element of IA. This is the reason why we need to compute and
store the entire T for every minimal generator x of the localized initial ideal instead
of just storing the corresponding Grobner basis element.
5.2. Computing localized initial ideals for lower dimensional faces of c
Now we assume that for all superfaces  of  with dim()=k=dim()−1 we have
computed the minimal generators of in ~c(IL) along with T for each such minimal
generator. For k = d− 1, these assumptions hold since we can use Algorithm 5:2 for
maximal faces. Let 1; : : : ; s be the (k +1)-dimensional faces of c containing . Let
Minj be the set of minimal generators of in ~cj (ILj ) k[xi: i 62 j] and let Mj be the
monomial ideal generated by Minj in k[xi: i 62 ].
Theorem 5.4. The ideal in ~c(IL) is contained in M =
T
j   Mj. Moreover; the stan-
dard pairs of M is the union of the standard pairs of Mj.
Proof. A monomial x is a standard monomial of M if and only if it is a standard
monomial of some Mj. Also, any standard monomial of an Mj is also a standard
monomial of in ~c(IL). This proves the rst claim. For the second claim, observe that
a standard pair of any Mj is an admissible pair for M , and hence is also admissible for
in ~c(IL). But since this pair is actually a standard pair for in ~c(IL) it is a standard
pair for M as well. For the converse note that M does not have standard pairs of the
form (x; ;) since this would mean that hxi: i 62 i is an embedded prime of M . But
this is not true since this prime is not an embedded prime of any Mj. So if (x; ) is a
standard pair of M then it is also a standard pair of in ~c(IL). Since  6= ;, the same
pair is a standard pair for some Mj.
This theorem implies that the only standard monomials of in ~c(IL) which are not
standard monomials of M are precisely those monomials x where (x; ;) is a standard
pair of in ~c(IL). So we just need to identify these \new" standard monomials. A
minimal generator x of Mj equals x
j ( ) where x  is a minimal generator of in ~c(IL).
So rst for each x 2T where x 2Minj we compute the unique binomial x −x  2 IL
such that xj ( )−xj ( ) =x−x. We dene lift(x) to be that x  where the coordinate
of  which corresponds to j n  is minimum. We collect the union of all lift(x)
where x 2Ssj=1 Minj in Gen. Clearly Gen gives a subset of the minimal generators of
in ~c(IL). But there could be more generators and we need to nd them.
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If the monomials in Gen generate M , then we are done: by Theorem 5.4 there are
no standard pairs of the form (x; ;) and M = in ~c(IL). If that is not the case, then
there is at least one generator x of M which is not in Gen. So we compute T for this
monomial; x is a standard monomial of in ~c(IL) (which corresponds to a standard
pair (x; ;)) if and only if T = ;. In this case we update M to be a slightly smaller
monomial ideal M :=h(Mingen(M)nfxg)[Si 62 fx+eigi where ei is the ith unit vector.
Note that the updated M still contains in ~c(IL). If T 6= ; then x 2 in ~c(IL) and we
update Gen to be the minimal generating set of hGen [ fxgi. We repeat the same for
the updated M and Gen and we stop when hGeni = M . In this case M = in ~c(IL).
Once again, using the T computed for the minimal generators of in ~c(IL) we can
also output the reduced Grobner basis of IL . We summarize this in the following
algorithm.
Algorithm 5.5. How to compute Mingen(in ~c(IL)) and G ~c(IL); for a non-maximal
face  of c.
INPUT: A k-dimensional face  of c; Minj, the minimal generators of in ~cj (ILj )
for each (k + 1)-dimensional face j with j  , with T for every x 2Minj.
OUTPUT: Mingen(in ~c(IL)) and G ~c(IL).
1. Let Mj:=hMinji k[xi: i 62 ] and compute the minimal generators Mingen(M =T
j Mj).
2. For x 2SjMinj compute lift(x) (see the discussion above) and collect these in
Gen.
3. While Mingen(M) 6= Gen do
3.1. Pick x 2Mingen(M)nGen and compute T.
3.2. If T = ; then let M :=h(Mingen(M) n fxg) [
S
i 62 fx+eigi. If T 6= ; then
update Gen to be the minimal generating set of hGen [ fxgi.
4. Let G ~c(IL):=;. For each x 2 Gen nd the minimal monomial x with respect
to  ~c in T and set G ~c(IL):=G ~c(IL) [ (x − x).
5. Output Mingen(in ~c(IL)) = Gen and G ~c(IL).
Example 5.6 (Example 5:3 continued). We will compute in ~c(IL) for the lower-
dimensional faces of c. We start with  = f4; 5g which is contained in the unique
three-dimensional face 2 of c; therefore M = hx2; x43i 2 k[x1; x2; x3]. In order to com-
pute lift(x2) we compute the unique binomial whose image under ^2 is x2 − x3. This
binomial is x2 − x3x1, and hence lift(x2) = x2. This actually says x2 does not lift up.
Similarly, we compute that ^2 (x
4
3 − x71) = x43 − 1 and hence lift(x43) = x43. We con-
clude that M = in ~c(IL). For  = f2; 4g we have 1 and 3 containing . Therefore,
M=M3\M1=hx1; x5i\hx123 ; x5i=hx1x123 ; x5i. We calculate that lift(x1)=x1x123 since x1−1
lifts up to x1x123 −1. As a minimal generator of M3 to nd lift(x5) we need to consider
x5−1 and x5−x3. Since ^3 (x5x113 −1)=x5−1 and ^1 (x5−x1x3)=x5−x3 we conclude
lift(x5)=x5. For the generators of M1, we also see that lift(x5)=x5, and lift(x123 )=x1x
12
3 .
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Thus once again M =in ~c(IL). Now let us look at = f1; 4g which is contained in 1
and 2, so M=M1\M2=hx123 ; x5i\hx2; x43i=hx123 ; x43x5; x2x5i. We compute lift(x123 )=x123 ,
lift(x5)=x5x2, lift(x2)=x2x5 and lift(x43)=x
4
3x
8
5; therefore hGeni=hx123 ; x43x85 ; x2x5i 6= M .
We actually deduce right away that x43x
i
5; i=1; : : : ; 7 have to be \new" standard mono-
mials of in ~c(IL), since we know that x
4
3x
8
5 is a minimal generator for the same ideal.
So we replace M with hx123 ; x43x85 ; x43x2x5; x53x5; x2x5i = hx123 ; x43x85 ; x53x5; x2x5i. Since T
corresponding to x53x5 is empty, we see that x
5
3x5 is also standard for in ~c(IL) and
we further replace M by hx123 ; x43x85 ; x53x25 ; x63x5; x2x5i. After ve iterations we see that
x53x
i
5; i=1; : : : ; 6 are all \new" standard monomials, but T=fx2g for x53x75 (since x53x75−
x2 2 IL and x53x75  ~cx2). Therefore M becomes the ideal hx123 ; x43x85 ; x53x75 ; x63x5; x2x5i and
Gen= fx123 ; x43x85 ; x53x75 ; x2x5g. Now we can pick x63x5 and repeat. Eventually we see that
in ~c(IL) = hGeni where Gen = fx123 ; x43x85 ; x53x75 ; x63x65 ; x73x55 ; x83x45 ; x93x35 ; x103 x25 ; x113 x5; x2x5g.
Now we can combine Algorithm 5:2 and Algorithm 5:5 into an algorithm which
computes Gc(IA).
Algorithm 5.7. A non-Buchberger algorithm to compute Gc(IA) when c is a generic
cost vector.
INPUT: A2Zdn, a generic cost vector c2Rn, and the regular triangulation c.
OUTPUT: Gc(IA).
1. For each maximal face  of c compute G ~c(IL) along with T for each minimal
generator of in ~c(IL) using Algorithm 5:2.
2. For k = d − 1 to 0 do: For every k-dimensional face  of c compute G ~c(IL)
along with T for each minimal generator of in ~c(IL) using Algorithm 5:5.
3. Output Gc(IA) = G ~c;(IL;).
As stated above, the algorithm needs to check every face of c for a possible
associated prime of inc(IA). The following result for toric initial ideals provides a
much stronger stopping criterion for our algorithm. Since this theorem is proved using
very dierent techniques from those in this paper we do not include its proof.
Theorem 5.8 (Hosten and Thomas [14]). Let  be a face of the regular triangulation
c and 1; : : : ; t 2c be such that  is a facet of each j for j = 1; : : : ; t. If pj is
not an embedded prime of inc(IA) for j = 1; : : : ; t then neither is p.
This results says that if p is an embedded prime of inc(IA), then there exists a
chain of associated primes of inc(IA) p = p0 p1    pk = p where p is a
minimal prime of inc(IA) and jij = ji−1j + 1 for i = 1; : : : ; k. Theorem 5.8 fails for
general monomial ideals as shown below.
Example 5.9. Consider the family of (r − 1)-dimensional monomial ideals M(r;p):=
h(Qri=1 xi)xp−1j : j = 1; : : : ; ri in k[x1; : : : ; xr] where p  2. The minimal primes of
M(r;p) are all the principal ideals of the form hxii each occurring with multiplicity one.
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Table 1
Dummy
Problem Size jcj # GB el. Time
4 6 9 35 21
4 7 13 78 29
4 8 24 169 44
5 7 10 55 23
5 8 19 143 55
5 9 27 198 72
5 10 32 257 112
6 9 26 172 88
6 10 37 213 105
6 11 33 220 148
The maximal ideal hx1; : : : ; xri is the only embedded prime of M(r;p) and its multiplicity
is (p− 1)r .
5.3. Computational experience
We have done a rst implementation of Algorithm 5:7 to test its computational
eciency. It is a rough implementation which could be improved in the future. In the
table below we provide the timings we obtained for randomly generated test instances.
The matrix A and the cost vector c have entries between 0 and 20. We assume that
we know the regular triangulation c, as well as a basis for ker(A)\Zn (both of these
computations are polynomial-time computations). When computing the initial ideals
and the reduced Grobner bases of IL when  is a maximal simplex of c we did not
use Algorithm 5:2 but just used the Buchberger algorithm. This speeds up the overall
algorithm greatly.
The rst column of Table 1 gives the dimension of the matrix A. The second column
is the number of maximal simplices of c. The third column is the number of Grobner
basis elements for the toric ideal IA, and the last column is the running time (in
seconds). All the times are obtained on an UltraSparc 1.
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